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COMMENTS AND CASENOTES

The Container Corp. Case: The Unitary
Tax in the United States and as
Perceived by the International
Community
JOAN VIRGINIA ALLEN*

With the U.S. Supreme Court decision in June 1983 in the Container Corporation case,I upholding California's unitary tax law 2 as applied to a
United States' parent corporation with multinational subsidiaries, the door
was opened to allow all of the states to adopt similar methods. The potential impact of the unitary tax should concern both the legal and business
communities. Whether the unitary tax concept is a hindrance to increased
foreign investment may be determined in part by the perceptions of it by
the international community, particularly those from Japan and Europe.
This article examines the unitary tax law concept as it applies to multistate
and multinational businesses. After analyzing the recent Container Corporation case and other relevant U.S. decisions, the article will discuss the
unitary tax concept from the perspective of the international community.
I.

California's Unitary Tax Law

A.

In the Domestic Arena-Multistate Businesses

1.

HYPOTHETICAL

A simple hypothetical may best illustrate California's unitary tax law:
Corporation X is domestically incorporated in the United States and is
doing business in various forms (incorporated and unincorporated)
throughout the United States, including a subsidiary corporAtion in Califor*Member of the California Bar and currently working for the international business law
firm of Sato & Tsuda in Tokyo, Japan. Ms. Allen gratefully acknowledges the editorial assistance of Richard Frank Vliet, a foreign law consultant in Tokyo, Japan.
'Container Corp. of America v. Franchise Tax Bd., 103 S. Ct. 2933 (1983).
2
CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE § 25101 (Deering 1975): "When the income of a taxpayer subject
to the tax imposed under this part is derived from or attributable to sources both within and
without the state, the tax shall be measured by the net income derived from or attributable to
sources within this state. .. ."
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nia. When Corporation X's California taxpayer (X 1)files its franchise tax 3
return, the California Franchise Tax Board (FTB) first will look to see if
factually X Iis part of a "unitary business." Because the California statutes
do not offer specific guidelines on which to determine whether a unitary
business exists, under case law the FTB in California looks at three (3) unities: ownership, operation and use.
Unity of ownership exists if there is 50% or more common stock ownership.
Unity of operation refers to unified 'staff functions among the entities including
central purchasing, advertising, accounting, management, insurance, data
processing and personnel department management such as sales or loans, leases
of property, licenses of patents and technology and transfers of officers and
employees. If executives move between corporations or divisions within the
group, or the executives of the parent lend their expertise and ability to the subsidiary, unity of use is indicated. 4
The U.S. Supreme Court guidelines for finding a unitary business are determined by "functional integration, centralization of management, and economies of scale," 5 resulting in "a flow of value ' '6 among the various
operations. If Xl is determined to be part of Corporation X's unitary business, then XI may be required to file a combined income report, 7 showing
all of the net income of all members of the unitary business, regardless of
where they are conducted, and regardless of whether said businesses are
conducted as separate corporations.
Once the scope of the unitary business to which X I belongs is defined,
then the total net income of that unitary business will be apportioned by use
of a three-factor formula; i.e., the percentage of payroll, property and sales
of the unitary business of Corporation X attributable only to California.
'CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE § 23151 (Deering Supp. 1983): "[E]very corporation doing business within the limits of this state and not expressly exempted from taxation . . shall annually pay to the state, for the privilege of exercising its corporate franchise within this state, a tax
according to or measured by its net income .. " CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE § 23101 (Deering
1975): "Doing business means actively engaging in any transaction for the purpose of
financial or pecuniary gain or profit."
'A.S. CANNON, A TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE UNITARY TAX FORMULA (October
1982) [hereinafter CANNON I]; see also A.S. CANNON, TAX CONSIDERATION OF DOING BusINESS IN CALIFORNIA (October 1982) [hereinafter CANNON ll]. Both of these pamphlets were
distributed as part of a California Investment mission sent to Japan in October 1982 by former
California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
'Mobil Oil Corp. v. Comm'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 438 (1980).
'Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2947.
'CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE § 25104 (Deering 1975): "In the case of a corporation... owning
or controlling, either directly or indirectly, another corporation, or other corporations, and in
the case of a corporation . . .owned or controlled, either directly or indirectly, by another
corporation, the Franchise Tax Board may require a consolidated report showing the combined net income or such other facts as it deems necessary." Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at
2942, n.5:"A necessary corollary of the California approach ... is that inter-corporate dividends in a unitary business noi be included in gross income, since such inclusion would result
in double-counting of a portion of the subsidiary's income (first, as income attributed to the
unitary business, and second, as dividend income to the parent)."
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Thus, if total multistate net income of Corporation X's unitary business is
$1,000,000 and the percentage of property, payroll and sales, represented by
XI in California is 10 percent, 15 percent, and 5 percent respectively, the
average California percentage of the three factors is 10 percent. Ten percent of $1,000,000 or $100,000, will be the figure used by the Franchise Tax
Board as the tax base on which it will assess the state franchise tax for X 1.

2.

HISTORY

There is nothing new about the concept of unitary business. Before the
turn of this century, California created the unitary tax concept in the area of
ad valorem property taxes as the basis for applying such taxes to interstate
railroads. 8 Under California's statute,9 even though income of Corporation
X's unitary business is being earned outside California, if a portion of that
income is attributable to the activities of Xl within California, California
may tax a portion of the total unitary business income, even though XI,
itself, may actually show a loss. 10 Formula apportionment is based on the
assumption that if each state in which Corporation X's unitary business was
operating applied the same or a relatively similar apportionment formula to
the entire multistate net income of the unitary business, no more (and no
less) than 100 percent of the income would be taxed. The requisite to the
use of the apportionment method is the presence of a unitary business."
The concept of combined income reporting is somewhat more recent.
Until 1936, if Corporation X was a single California corporation conducting a unitary business in a number of states through branches, divisions, or any unincorporated form, its taxable net income would be
determined by the formula apportionment method described above. If
Corporation X wanted to avoid having all of its multistate income combined, all it had to do was form a subsidiary or affiliate corporation andi
then each separate corporation's taxable net income would be determined
by the separate accounting/arm's-length method. 12 However, in 1936,
Frank Keesling, then counsel to the California Franchise Tax Commis'Butler Bros. v. McColgan, Ill P.2d 334, 336 (1941).
'See supra note 2.
lOn the other hand:
"It is surprising to many companies to discover that no tax would be owed if the parent
company and all related business entities earned little or no net income on a combined basis
even though significant book earnings occurred in California. Under the unitary business
formula it is inequitable to tax a company doing business in California if the worldwide
business of which it is a part has little or no earnings, irrespective of how much actual
income is earned by the company doing business in California." CANNON II, supra note 4.
1'"[The linchpin of apportionability in the field of state income taxation is the unitarybusiness principle." Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 439 (1980).
2
Under the arm's-length approach, every corporation, even if closely tied to other corpora-

tions, is treated for most-but decidedly not all-purposes as if it were an independent entity
dealing at arm's-length with its affiliated corporations, and subject to taxation only by the
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sioner, instituted the combined return requirement for the purpose of insuring that "the income from all unitary businesses operated partly within and
partly without the state should be apportioned by formula rather than separate accounting regardless of whether the business is operated by one cor3
poration or two or more affiliated corporations.'
B.

In the InternationalArenaMultinationalBusinesses

As domestic businesses have expanded internationally, California has
sought to extend the combined income reporting requirement to include
Corporation X's operations in foreign nations, resulting in an expanded
concept-worldwide combined reporting.' 4 Of course, the rationale
remains the same-a unitary business, whether conducted by a single corporation or multiple affiliated corporations, should be taxed according to
the income attributable to its activities within California, not merely on
income earned within the geographical boundaries of California. This
expansion, however, has raised some interesting legal issues, most recently
addressed by the USSC in Container Corporation's challenge to California's Franchise Tax Board.
1.

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA V. FRANCHISE TAX BOARD

15

a. Issues and Law
The most recent case 16 on unitary tax/formula apportionment decided
by the USSC involved an appeal from the application of California's unitary tax to a U.S. parent corporation with foreign nation subsidiaries as
violative of the Due Process and Commerce Clauses of the Federal Constitution, and examined the following three issues: (1) Whether finding a unitary business between a U.S. parent corporation and its foreign nation
subsidiaries was proper for state tax purposes; (2) if so, whether differences
among nations in the three factors used for formula apportionment precluded the method from meeting the constitutional requirement of fair
jurisdictions in which it operates and only for the income it realizes on its own books.
Container
Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2950.
'3 Brief of Frank M. Keesling as Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellees at 4 [hereinafter
Keesling Brief], Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. v. Caterpillar Tractor Co., et al., No. 81-349
(USSC) dismissed, 51 L.W. 3937 (1983) [hereinafter Chicago].
"Method by which the "income of foreign affiliates of a corporation taxable in the state [is
required to] be included in the total income subject to apportionment if the activities of the
corporations are part of a unitary business.
... Hellerstein, State Income Taxation of MultiurisdictionalCorporations:"Reflections on Mobil, Exxon, and HR. 5076, 79 MICH. L. REV.

113, 156 (1980) (footnote omitted) [hereinafter Hellerstein 79].
'"Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2933.
"For in-depth analyses of the four prior cases, see Hellerstein 79, supra note 14, and Hellerstein, State Income Taxation of Mult urisdictional Corporations, Part I." Reflections on
ASARCO and Woolworth, 81 MICH. L. REV. 157 (1982) [hereinafter Hellerstein 81].
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apportionment; and (3) whether California was obligated under the Foreign
Commerce Clause to use the separate accounting/arm's-length method of
accounting." The Court upheld the finding of a unitary business, found
the application of the three-factor formula fair, and concluded that California's unitary tax/formula apportionment method was neither preempted by
federal law nor fatally inconsistent with federal policy.
The Container court laid the foundation for its analysis by recapitulating
the development of constitutional litigation with respect to the unitary business and formula apportionment concepts. The requirements of the Due
Process' 8 and Commerce Clauses' 9 of the U.S. Constitution preclude a
state from imposing an income-based tax on "'value[s] earned outside its
borders.' "20 However, where a business has unitary operations both within
and without a state, it is difficult to allocate the proper values attributable to
each state, and therefore, the Court has found that no single formula for
taxation by the states is required under the Constitution. 2 1 The burden of
its proper share of value in taxing such a
showing that a state has exceeded
22
business is on the taxpayer.
(1) Determining Taxable Income
There are two ways of approaching the determination of how much
income may be taxed by any one state. One is the separate accounting or
arm's-length method which is based on geographical boundaries or
accounting based on transactions. The problem with this approach is that it
is imprecise and may overlook transfers of value between the various entities of a single business. 23 The other method is the unitary business/
formula apportionment method which first determines the scope of the unitary business of which the entity in a single state is a part, and then uses
formula apportionment to determine its fair share on which to base its
tax.

24

This second method has been upheld constitutionally by the USSC as
long as it meets certain requirements under the Due Process and Commerce
Clauses of the U.S. Constitution; namely, "'minimal connection' or 'nexus'
between the interstate activities and the taxing state, and 'a rational rela'Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2939.
property, without due process of
deprive any person of...
""No State shall ...
" U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
law ..
""The Congress shall have Power ... To regulate commerce with foreign nations.
U.S. CONST. art. 1, sec. 8, cl. I & 3.
"'Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2939 (quoting ASARCO, Inc. v. Idaho State Tax Com'n,
102 S.Ct. 3103, 3109 (1982)).
21d.

"Id. at 2939-40.
"Id. at 2940.
1"Id.

at 2939-40.
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tionship between the income attributed to the state and the intrastate values
of the enterprise.' "25 Therefore, some part of the business must be conducted in the taxing state and there must be some element of ownership or
control "uniting the 'unitary business.' "26 Also, there must be some relationship between the business operation in the taxing state and those without, e.g., a vertically integrated business such as an oil company whose
operations run the gamut from exploring through refining to sales, each
conducted in separate states, but each contributing to the overall profit or
loss of the unitary business. In other words, the various entities must be
more than just "passive investments. 27 However, "'the form of business
organization [i.e., incorporated or unincorporated] may have nothing to do
with the underlying unity or diversity of business enterprise.' "28
(2) Formula Apportionment

Once a state deems an entity to be part of a unitary business, the Due
Process and Commerce Clauses require that the formula apportionment
method used "be fair." 29 This the Court defines in two parts-"internal
consistency" "external consistency." Internal consistency means that if the
same formula were applied by every state in which the unitary business
operated, no more than 100 percent of taxable income would be levied
upon. 30 External consistency, says the Court, requires that the factors of
the formula, e.g., property, payroll and sales, or a variation thereof, must
"actually reflect a reasonable sense of how income is generated."' 3' Again,
the burden is on the taxpayer to show the lack of such consistencies. California's three-factor formula-property, payroll and sales-was upheld as
constitutional by the USSC in 1942,32 and in fact, the Container court refers
to it as a "benchmark against which other apportionment formulas are
33
judged.
The Commerce Clause also requires that any formula for apportionment
must "not result in discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce." 34 Although the Court reiterates that a single method of taxation by
the states is not constitutionally mandated because within the interstate
context, any overlapping of taxation can be judicially remedied, it finds "a
"Id. at 2940 (quoting Exxon Corp. v. Wisconsin Dept. of Revenue, 447 U.S. 207, 219-20
(1980), quoting Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 436-37 (1980)).
2
11d. at 2940.
27Id.
2

"Id. at 2941 (quoting Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 440

(1980)).
2

1Id. at 2942.

30

1d.
31Id.
32

Id. at 2943 (citing Butler Bros. v. McColgan, 315 U.S. 501 (1942)).

33Id.
34'1d.
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. . confronted with the possibilmore searching inquiry is necessary when.
35
ity of international double taxation."
Container was a Delaware corporation headquartered in Illinois, doing
business in various states including California, with overseas subsidiaries
incorporated in host countries. It was a vertically integrated paperboard
packaging manufacturer. California, in imposing its corporate franchise
tax, claimed Container's overseas subsidiaries should have been treated as
part of its unitary business-not as passive investments. This caused the
total income subject to apportionment to increase, but overall decreased the
percentage apportionment to California. The net result was increased tax
36
liability.

b. Court's Decision
(1) Unitary Business Issues
In its analysis, the court first addressed the unitary business issue.
Because the taxpayer always has the burden of showing that the tax
imposed exceeded the value attributable to the taxing authority's territory,
the USSC, where possible will not second guess the state courts in finding a
unitary business but will look to see "whether the state court applied the
correct standards to the case; and if it did, whether its judgment 'was within
the realm of permissible judgment.' ,37
Container argued that the state court used the wrong legal standards in
its analysis, by relying upon (1) Container's 'potential to control the operations of its subsidiaries," 38 and (2) "an administrative presumption that corporations engaged in the same line of business are unitary" 39 and urged the
court to adopt "' a substantial flow of goods'" as the "bright-line rule" 40for
finding a unitary business in a mercantile or manufacturing enterprise.
Instead the Court stated that "[t]he prerequisite to a constitutionally
acceptable finding of unitary business is a flow of value, not a flow of
goods."'' a It found that the state court had, in fact, found a unitary business
clearly "'within the realm of permissible judgment,'"42 by relying on a
number of factors evidencing a " 'functionally integrated enterprise,' ,43
including
351d.

"Id. at 2944-45.
at 2946 (footnote omitted).
"Id.
38
1d.

39

1d. at 2947.
"Id. (citations omitted).
"ld. (footnote omitted).
" Id. at 2948 (quoting Norton Co. v. Dept. of Revenue, 340 U.S. 534, 538 (1951)).
41Id. at 2948 (quoting Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445, U.S. 425, 440
(1980)).
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[Aippellant's assistance to its subsidiaries in obtaining used and new equipment
and in filling personnel needs that could not be met locally, the substantial role
played by appellant in loaning funds to the subsidiaries and guaranteeing loans
provided by others, the "considerable interplay between appellant and its foreign
subsidiaries in the area of corporate expansion," [citation omitted], the "substantial" technical assistance provided by appellant to the subsidiaries [citation omitted], and the supervisory role played by appellant's officers in providing general
guidance to the subsidiaries.4f
(2) FormulaApportionment Method

Second, the Court analyzed the three-factor formula apportionment
method used by California to determine whether it was fair. Container,
having the burden of showing that the income attributed to California was
not rationally related to the value of Container's business within the state
and that the income apportioned to California was totally disproportionate
thereto,4 5 offered two arguments based on the fact that its business was
international.
Initially, it argued its foreign subsidiaries were more profitable than
Container and use of the three-factor formula precluded a true allocation of
income between Container and its subsidiaries. However, the Court
rejected this argument and pointed out that Container's profit figures were
based on separate accounting in precisely the sort of situation which justified the use of formula apportionment, i.e., where a unitary business exists,
separate accounting "may fail to account for contributions to income resulting from functional integration, centralization of management, and economies of scale."'4 6 Container's second argument was that lower costs in
foreign countries due to lower wage rates, caused the income apportioned
to the U.S. to be unfairly inflated. The Court acknowledged that formula
apportionment was not perfect, but found no evidence that separate
accounting was any more accurate. 47 Thus, the Court held that "California's application of the unitary business principle to appellant and its foreign subsidiaries was proper, and that its use of the standard three-factor
formula to apportion the income of that unitary business was fair."'4
(3) Constitutionalityunder Foreign Commerce Clause

Inasmuch as Container's unitary business was international, the court
went one step further in its analysis to determine whether under the Foreign
Commerce Clause, California's unitary tax law was unconstitutional
"'Id. at 2947.
451d.

'd. at 2948-49 (quoting Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445, U.S. 425, 438
(1980)).

4'Id. at 2949.
'1Id. at 2950.
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because the federal government and each of the foreign host governments
were taxing Container using the arm's-length method. In rendering its
judgment, the Supreme Court referred to the Japan Line case, 49 which
involved foreign parent shipping companies, in which the Court found a
California property tax determined by formula apportionment to be unconstitutional as applied to the particular facts of that case. In Japan Line,
there were two additional considerations which pertained to its international context-namely, the enhanced risk of multiple taxation and the
"possibility that a state tax will 'impair federal uniformity in an area where
federal uniformity is essential.' "50
5
While certain similarities existed between Container and Japan Line, '
there were distinctions which amounted to a "constitutionally significant
difference,"' 52 and which required a totally different result. First, the Court
reiterated its distinction drawn between income tax and property tax in a
prior case. 53 Second, although double taxation occurred in this case, that
result was not seen as a necessary corollary to California's method, and
whether the concurrent use of formula apportionment by a state and separate accounting by a foreign host would result in double taxation would
depend on the facts of each case. Third, and most important from the
standpoint of the international community, the Court found that in
Container the tax fell "not on the foreign owners of an instrumentality of
foreign commerce, but on a corporation domiciled and headquartered in
the United States."'54 In a footnote the Court stated: "We have no need to
address in this opinion the constitutionality of combined apportionment
with respect to state taxation of domestic corporations with foreign parents
or foreign corporations with either foreign parents or foreign subsidiaries."'55 Implicitly, then, whether application of the unitary tax would be
constitutional where a foreign parent is involved, is seen as a separate and
distinct issue to be resolved when that fact situation is actually before the
Court.
In its analysis on double taxation the Court limited its apparent "absolute
prohibition on state-induced double taxation in the international con"Japan Line Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979).
"°Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2951 (quoting Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles,
441 U.S. 434, 448 (1979)).
'Id. at 2951. E.g., actual double taxation had resulted because of the different taxing methods used by California and the foreign host countries, and the foreign hosts' methods were
consistent with the commonly used international method, which was the same as that of the
U.S.
government, namely, separate accounting.
521d.
" ",'The reasons for allocation to a single situs that often apply in the case of property taxation carry little force' in the case of income taxation." Id. at 2952 (quoting Mobil Oil Corp. v.
Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 445 (1980)).
54Id.

"5Id.at n.26.
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text,"'56 by stating, "[a]lthough double taxation in the foreign commerce
context deserves to receive close scrutiny, that scrutiny must take into
account the context in which the double taxation takes place and the alternatives reasonably available to the taxing state."'57 The Court pointed out
that the risk of double taxation arises under both separate accounting and
formula apportionment methods, and that even though most countries use
the separate accounting method, the rules for:
reallocat[ing] income among affiliated corporations often differ substantially, and
whenever that difference exists, the possibility of double taxation also exists ...
Allocating income among various taxing jurisdictions bears some resemblance,
• ..to slicing a shadow. In the absence of a central coordinating authority, absolute consistency, even among taxing authorities whose basic approach to the task
is quite similar, may just be too much to ask. If California's method of formula
apportionment "inevitably" led to double taxation, . . . that might be reason
enough to render it suspect. But since it does not, it would be perverse, simply for
the sake of avoiding double taxation, to require California to give up one allocation method that sometimes results in double taxation in favor
58 of another allocation method that also sometimes results in double taxation.
Finally, the Court found that California's use of the unitary tax, rather
than separate accounting as used by the federal government, would not violate the "one voice" 59 standard unless it "either implicate[d] foreign policy
issues which must be left to the federal government or violate[d] a clear
federal directive."' 60 Since Congress had not directly addressed the problem of possible retaliation by foreign nations in response to the U.S.
allowing states to choose their own methods of taxing, the Court
"attempt[ed] to develop objective standards that reflect[ed] very general
observations about the imperatives of international trade and international
relations," 6 1 and concluded that the risk of foreign nation retaliation due to
California's use of the unitary tax was unsupported for several reasons.
First, the unitary tax method does not create an "automatic 'asymmetry,'
. ..in international taxation."'62 Second, in Containerthe tax was imposed
on a U.S. corporation. "Although California 'counts' income arguably
5

Id. at 2953. In Japan Line, the court said "Even a slight overlapping of tax-a problem
that might be deemed de minimis in a domestic context-assumes importance when sensitive
matters of foreign relations and national sovereignty are concerned." 441 U.S. 434, 456 (footnote omitted).
"TContainer Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2953.
"Id. at 2954 (footnote omitted).
"" '[T]he Federal Government must speak with one voice when regulating commercial relations with foreign governments.'" Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434,
449 (1979) (quoting Michelin Tire Corp. v. Wages, 423 U.S. 276, 285 (1976)).
'°Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2955.
"Id.

2
1d. (quoting Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, 453 (1979)). In
Japan Line, the court found California's apportioned ad valorem property tax prevented the
Nation from "speaking with one voice" because under a Convention between the U.S. and
Japan, the subject matter property (shipping containers) had been exempted from taxation to
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attributable to foreign corporations in calculating the taxable income of
that domestic corporation, the legal incidence of the tax falls on the domestic corporation. ' 63 In another footnote, the Court again recognized that
"the fact that the legal incidence of a tax falls on a corporation whose formal corporate domicile is domestic niight be less significant in the case of a
domestic corporation that was owned by foreign interests. We need not
'64
decide here whether such a case would require us to alter our analysis.
Third, even though foreign nations may be interested in keeping taxes of
domestic corporations down, the fact that Container was subject to taxation
in California in any event, led the majority of the Court to assume the inter65
est of a foreign nation in the method used would be "attenuated at best."
Further, the Court expressed its doubts that there was concern about U.S.
foreign policy being seriously threatened by California's use of the unitary
business/formula apportionment method inasmuch as the Executive
Branch had not filed an amicus brief in the Container case opposing it.66
As to congressional intent, the Court noted that "although the United
States is a party to a great number of tax treaties that require the federal
government to adopt some form of arms'-length analysis in taxing the
domestic income of multinational enterprises, that requirement is generally
waived with respect to the taxes imposed by each of the contracting nations
on its own domestic corporations," thus confirming the Court's view that
"such taxation is in reality of local rather than international concern."'67
Furthermore, "none of the tax treaties into which the United States has
entered covers the taxing activities of. . . [the] states, ..
".68 And, finally,
although Congress had had various bills before it regarding legislation regulating state taxation of income, nothing had been done.
In his dissenting opinion, Justice Powell attacked the majority's reliance
on the fact that Container Corporation was a U.S. parent corporation,
facilitate international shipping. "California's tax thus creates an asymmetry in international
maritime taxation operating to Japan's disadvantage." 441 U.S. at 452-53.
"3Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2955-56 (footnote omitted).
"'Id.at 2956 n.32.
111d. at 2956.
'In his dissenting opinion, Justice Powell pointed out that the solicitor general's memorandum in the Chicago case (see supra note 13) made it clear that " 'imposition of [a state tax] on
the apportioned combined worldwide business income of a unitary group of related corporations, including foreign corporations, impairs federal uniformity in an area where such uniformity is essential'" (footnote omitted), and that there was no reason to ignore the
government's opinion in the pending Chicago case when considering the same issue in
Container. Id. at 2960. Although a Petition for Rehearing was filed by appellant in the
Container case, specifically requesting an opportunity for the U.S. "to present its views regarding the impact on foreign policy of the worldwide unitary method of taxation" (Petition at 3), a
recent article stated the U.S. Treasury Department "said the administration would not file any
new legal briefs that try to alter [the Container] ruling.
... The Japan Times, Sept. 25, 1983,
at 5, cots. 1-3.
"7Id. at 2956 (footnotes omitted).
'Id. (footnotes omitted).
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because as a practical matter, he saw California taxing income of foreign
subsidiaries, and even if foreign nations were indifferent to Container's
overall tax burden, the fact remained that "a heavier tax [was] calculated on
the basis of the income of corporations domiciled in their countries," giving
such nations a legitimate concern thai American investment in their countries would be discouraged. 69 He hypothesized an issue not yet before the
Court, that of a state attempting to tax "the American subsidiary of an
overseas company on the basis of the parent's worldwide income." '70 Here
he could see no viable solution to the resulting double taxation. In such a
case, said Justice Powell:
[t]here can be little doubt that the parent's government would be offended by the
state's action and that international disputes, or even retaliation against American
corporations, might be expected. It thus seems inevitable that the tax would have
to be found unconstitutional-at least to the extent it is applied to foreign companies . . .[thus] leav[ing] California free to discriminate
against a Delaware cor7
poration in favor of an overseas corporation. I
(4) Reaction to Decision
Immediate reactions to the Container case were mixed, even though the
constitutionality of the unitary business/formula apportionment method
73
72
had been upheld by the USSC in prior cases. According to one report,
the eleven states 74 currently using the " 'worldwide unitary' method of calculating a corporation's state income taxes," 75 had some $600 million a year
in tax revenues subject to the Container decision including $500 million in
California. 76 Another source pointed out that although the decision
allowed other states to adopt a system like California's it might not produce
more revenue across the board because it could allow a unitary business to
bring in overseas losses. 77 The same source, while acknowledging the possibility that a unitary tax system such as California's could be a deterrent to
potential foreign investors, stated that a study conducted in 1982 by a
nationwide accounting firm in the U.S. concluded that "corporate taxing
"11d. at 2959.
7"1d. at 2959-60.
"Id.
at 2960 (footnotes omitted).
2

7 1d. at 2941. Some states use the unitary formula only to tax a share of a company's nationwide income; others, e.g., California, utilize the worldwide combined reporting thus affecting
multinational corporations all over the world. The Los Angeles Daily Journal, June 28, 1983,
at I.
"The New York Times, June 28, 1983, at 12-13.
"California, New York, Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon, Utah. Id. at 12.
"Id. at 12.
"Id. See, e.g., Herald International Tribune, June 28, 1983, at 1.
"The Los Angeles Daily Journal, June 28, 1983, at 17.
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schemes are not a definitive factor in corporations' decisions on where to
locate."

78

One overseas source reported that the Container decision drew mixed

reactions from California subsidiaries of Japanese enterprises: Those optimistic said the decision was not aimed at California subsidiaries of Japanese businesses but rather specifically at Container Corporation, a U.S.-

based multinational enterprise controlling companies overseas; while those
less optimistic, such as subsidiaries of Kyocera and Sony Corporations, who
claim unitary tax results in dual taxation, believe this most recent decision
has set back all of their efforts to have the unitary tax declared unconstitu79
tional plus possibly necessitating large payments in tax arrearages.

Another report stated that pressure was being brought to bear on U.S.

President Ronald Reagan by "America's major trading partners, particularly Japan and European Community countries, . . . to push for federal
legislation that would preempt state unitary tax laws." 80 However, the arti-

cle notes that "during his eight years as governor of California, Reagan
opposed congressional legislation that would have outlawed state use of the
's
unitary tax method."'

2.

CASES INVOLVING FOREIGN NATION PARENTS

To date, with the one exception of Japan Line,8 2 cases before the USSC

involving unitary tax/formula apportionment/combined reporting have
had U.S. parent corporations as plaintiffs; and in these cases, even where

foreign nation subsidiaries have been involved as in Container, and a unitary business was found, the fact that some of the income was foreignsourced did not change the result.
7ld.

'"The Japan Times, June 29, 1983, at i. Subsequent to the Container decision, Kyocera
Corporation,
Japan's top maker of industrial ceramics, .... sued the state of California, charging that the
state's unitary tax system levying taxes on overseas parent firms of California companies
constitutes double taxation ...
[Kyocera] filed the suit on September 7 with the California State Board of Equalization
(SBE) and was the first Japanese company to take such action. Recognized as subject to the
system in May 1980, Kyocera and its subsidiary Kyocera International Inc., established in
July 1969, were asked to pay an additional $10 million in taxes on income between 19721979. Last May, the state issued an ultimatum that Kyocera and its subsidiary pay a total of
$21.5 million in taxes on income over the past 12 years. The subsidiary's after-tax profits for
the past 12 years total $22 million, but they will be halved to $11.6 million if the firm pays
the additional taxes, although $9.9 million would be refunded by the federal government,
Kyocera said. (The Japan Times, September 17, 1983, at 1,cols. 7-8)
"°1d. August 15, 1983, at 9, col. I. Numerous articles have appeared in Tokyo reporting
U.K. Prime Minister Thatcher's threatened retaliation if something is not done to limit the
unitary tax, as well as Japan Prime Minister Nakasone's continuing efforts to have President
Reagan support action against the unitary tax system as well as U.K. Prime Minister
Thatcher's threatened retaliation if something is not done to limit the unitary tax.
"Id. col. 3.
'Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979).
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Now, however, California is attempting to apply its worldwide combined
reporting requirement to California taxpayers with foreign nation parents
where neither the foreign nation parent nor any of its other worldwide subsidiaries is located in California nor is doing business in California. California asserts that the fact that there is a California taxpayer which is part
of a unitary business allows California to require worldwide combined
income reporting including the net income of the foreign parent and all

subsidiaries deemed to be part of the unitary business.
In this context, there are some variations on the same themes found in
cases already discussed above, e.g., state interference with the plenary

power of the federal government inforeign commerce relations is still a
primary contention. Also, the inherent risk of multiple taxation is now

increased because the foreign nation has the power to fully tax its domestic
corporation, and unlike the interstate or domestic risk, there is no authority
with jurisdiction to remedy international multiple taxation. Unfortunately,
to date, cases involving state application of the worldwide combined report-

ing requirement to state taxpayers with foreign-nation parents have not
83
been decided on their merits.

8
In the case of Capital Industries-EMI, Inc. v. Bennett (EMI), 681 F.2d 1107 (1982), a
United Kingdom parent corporation sought "injunctive and declaratory relief to prevent officials of the State of California from assessing additional income taxes against [its] subsidiary."
Id. at I110. The subsidiary, Capitol Industries was a Delaware corporation with its principal
place of business in California. California's Franchise Tax Board contended that a combined
report was required including "all commonly owned or controlled corporations that are
engaged in a unitary business." Id. EMI had a number of foreign subsidiaries outside the
United Kingdom and the United States. When Capitol attempted to obtain EMI's business
records, EMI refused because such disclosure would violate the Official Secrets Act of the
United Kingdom. Id, at 1111. Further, EMI refused on the basis that California lacked jurisdiction over EMI and its non-U.S. subsidiaries. Capitol and EMI both filed suit at the federal
level. Capitol claimed that inclusion of EMI and its subsidiaries as a unitary business with
Capitol was "inappropriate under California law and violate[d] the Foreign Commerce Clause
of the United States Constitution, art. I, sec. 8, Clause 3." Id. at 1111-12 (footnote omitted).
EMI made essentially the same claims. The district court granted summary judgment in both
cases for lack of subject matter jurisdiction because a state court remedy was available.
On appeal by both Capitol and EMI, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal vacated and
remanded the Capitolcase for dismissal at the federal level on the grounds that Capitol must
pursue its state remedy because it was a California taxpayer. Further, the court reversed and
remanded the EMI case on its merits back to the federal trial court on the grounds that EMI
was precluded from a state remedy because it was not a California taxpayer, and the interests
of Capitol and EMI were not identical in the litigation.
To date, nothing further has been published on the progress and resolution of these cases.
In another case, Alcan Aluminum Ltd. v. Franchise Tax, Etc., 539 F. Supp. 512 (1982), cert.
denied, 52 U.S.L.W. 3509 (Jan. 10, 1984) (No. 83-638), Alcan Aluminum Ltd., a Canadian
parent corporation brought an action in the United States District Court of New York against
the New York office of the California Franchise Tax Board (FTB) challenging the FTB's
inclusion of income from its non-U.S. corporation in calculating the unitary corporate income
tax on Alcan's wholly-owned subsidiary, Alcancorp. a New York corporation, qualified to do
business in California, with its principal place of business in Ohio. Id. at 513. California had
combined the worldwide income of Alcan Aluminum Limited and its foreign affiliates, with
that of its indirect United States subsidiary, Alcan Aluminum Corporation, thus changing the
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II.

The Unitary Tax as Perceived by the
International Community

A.

The United Kingdom (including the European Economic Community

Because the case involving application of the unitary tax concept to a
foreign-nation parent has not yet come before the USSC, the international
community has filed amicus curiae briefs in cases involving unitary tax as
applied to U.S. parent corporations with foreign subsidiaries.84 A very
comprehensive amici curiae brief was filed on behalf of "parent corporations organized and existing under the laws of England [who] [tiogether
with their worldwide subsidiaries, . . . rank among the largest industrial
and financial enterprises in the world."' 85 Although these amici do not have
permanent establishments in the U.S. nor do they conduct business in the
U.S., they have subsidiary corporations conducting business worldwide
including the United States. In these briefs, the basic arguments challenging the constitutionality of the unitary tax method when applied to foreign
nation parents have been expounded. The prospect of future litigation in
this area makes a sampling of these arguments appropriate here.
1.

ARGUMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL AMICI

Amici recognize that cases to date before the USSC have not directly
involved foreign-parent corporations; however, they believe the constitutional issues raised are vitally important to foreign-parent corporations and
that in fact, "[tihe constitutional infirmities of worldwide combined reporting are far weightier when the method is applied to foreign-parent corporasubsidiary's $140,551 federal tax loss of that subsidiary into income subject to the state's
apportionment formula of $102,758,000.
The court, following the lead of EMI, decided to stay the case until cases pending before the
USSC and California Supreme Court disposed of issues concerning the worldwide unitary
taxation method. Id. at 516.
"See, e.g., Brief Amicus Curiae [of EMI, Limited] in Support of Appellant's Jurisdictional
Statements; Brief as Amici Curiae [of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Hiram Walker
Resources Limited, Inco Limited, MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Northern Telecom Limited,
Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company] in Support of Appellant's Jurisdictional Statement,
Container Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board, 103 S. Ct. 2933 (1983); Amici
Curiae of parent corporations organized and existing under the laws of England [hereinafter
U.K. Brief!; U.K. Brief, supra note 87; Brief of Japanese Parent Corporations and Trade
Associations, infra note 138, Chicago supra note 13.
5
" U.K. Brief, id. at 2. In the Chicago case, Caterpillar Tractor Company (Caterpillar) sought
to require Illinois to determine its state income tax based on worldwide combined reporting,
because worldwide it lost money whereas in Illinois it made a profit. Chicago Bridge & Iron
Co. (CBI) sought to avoid worldwide combined reporting because of a reverse situation. Caterpillar originally filed suit and CBI, having been advised of a tax deficiency based on its use
of the separate accounting method, was allowed to intervene as plaintiff to actually challenge
the lawfulness of combined reporting, domestically as well as worldwide. This case was dismissed on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court for lack of federal question (ie., independent
state ground). See supra note 13.
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tions."' 86 The broad-based argument of amici is that inclusion of income of
foreign corporations in a worldwide combined report violates the Foreign
Commerce Clause. 87 This contention is broken down into the four issues
discussed below.
a. Possible Multiple Taxation
Recognizing that the USSC has "tolerated" 8 8 the possibility of multiple
taxation in the interstate commerce context, subject to all of the constitutional prerequisites discussed in prior cases, amici point to Japan Line's two
additional considerations in cases involving state taxes which impact foreign commerce; namely, international multiple taxation and interference
with the federal government "'speaking with one voice when regulating
commercial relations with foreign governments." 89 They contend, first, that
in the international context thepossibility of multiple taxation by more than
one state becomes a risk of international multiple taxation. Further exacerbating the situation is the implied assumption made in combined reporting
that the U.S. and other nations are economically equivalent, so that variations in profitability (often higher in foreign operations to compensate for
greater business investment risks), and wage rates (lower in most foreign
countries) not taken into consideration in state formulary apportionment,
result in attributing to the state foreign income already fully taxed by the
foreign domiciliary nation. Analogizing their position to that of Japan
Line, amici point out that their sovereign domiciles and those of their foreign subsidiaries "fully tax their income in accordance with the established
law of nations regarding international taxation," 90 so that "any additional
state tax, regardless of how fair the apportionment, would inevitably produce international double taxation in contravention of the Commerce
Clause."91
Proponents of formula apportionment argue that "inclusion of the
income, property, payroll and sales factors of foreign corporations in the
combined report merely measures the income properly attributable to the
activities within the state."' 92 However, "[t]o Amici, Her Majesty's government, the European Economic Community, and the corporations and governments of other sovereign nations, worldwide combination is a tax levy
upon corporations carrying on no activities in the United States."'9 3 Further, say amici, worldwide combined reporting imposes on a foreign parent
"U.K. Brief, supra note 84, at 3.
"Id. at 4.
88Id.
"Id. at 5 (citations omitted).
Id. at 7.
Id. (citing Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979)).
2
' 1d. at 8.
93Id.
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complex burdens with respect to compliance in providing the necessary
financial information of its multijurisdictional operations, because accounting rules, currencies, and disclosure laws vary. Therefore, to implicitly
require a foreign-nation parent to keep financial records in a manner
designed to comply with state taxing requirements is patently unreasonable
and without such recordkeeping, only approximations are possible, which
in the international context are not acceptable because they result in double
94
taxation.
b. Federal Uniformity
Second, amici contend that "[w]orldwide combined reporting impairs
federal uniformity in international commercial relations. ' 95 Interference
with the federal government speaking with one voice "is even more clearly
demonstrated in international income taxation than in the international
property taxation context in which JapanLine arose,"' 96 because the federal
"voice" for taxing foreign corporations has clearly spoken via the Internal
Revenue Code and numerous income tax treaties between the U.S. and foreign nations, with the result that the separate accounting method is man97
dated among affiliated corporations based upon arm's-length principles.
In worldwide reporting, income is combined regardless of whether it is taxable under the federal Internal Revenue Code or any applicable treaty, and
thus the U.S. is precluded from "speaking with one voice" because individual states are not bound to follow the federal taxing principles in the international context.
Federal tax treaties also seek to minimize barriers to international investment. Worldwide combined reporting flies in the face of such intent
because the threat of a tax on worldwide unitary operations deters foreign
corporations from making investments in the U.S. 98 The government of the
United Kingdom, in diplomatic notes to the U.S. government dated March
25, 1980 and October 30, 1981, and the European Economic Community, in
a diplomatic note to the Department of State dated March 19, 1980, both
protested the use of the unitary basis of taxation with combined reporting. 99
"See supra text at note 83.
"'U.K. Brief, supra note 84, at 10.
"Id. at 11.
"".International separate accounting, the 'internationally accepted norm for apportioning
income among related taxpayers,' is mandated by all of the United States' income tax treaties,
by the model convention proposed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), of which the United States is a member, and by the United States Treasury
Department's model income tax treaty." Id. at 12 (footnotes omitted).
""Id. at 13.
"Id. at 14-15. [Since Container,protests have become more frequent and heated throughout
the international community.]
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Amici believe potential retaliation could take several forms. Although
the major trading nations are bound by treaties not to do so, other foreign
nations or their political subdivisions could seek to utilize worldwide combined reporting on American-owned corporations which are not presently
subject to tax in those countries, and even the major trading nations might
consider renunciation of their treaties. °° Amici point out that the threat of
such retaliation is substantially greater in situations involving foreignparent corporations because "[t]he interest of a country in protecting its
domestically-owned corporations from burdensome taxation is naturally
greater than in the case of foreign subsidiaries of United States
corporations." '01
Additionally, the fact that no congressional action has been taken to
restrict the states from utilizing the unitary tax and worldwide combined
reporting, is not determinative of the federal position with regard to this
issue, inasmuch as policy has been expressed in other ways (e.g., tax treaties
and Internal Revenue Code provisions) and it is within the power of the
Court to remedy the problem.
But it long has been "accepted constitutional doctrine that the Commerce Clause,
without the aid of Congressional legislation . . . affords some protection from
state legislation inimical to the national commerce, and that in such cases, where
Congress has not acted, this Court, and not the state legislature, is under the
Commerce Clause 10the
2 final arbiter of the competing demands of state and
national interests."
Furthermore, amici argue that multiple taxation may not be blamed on
the foreign country in which the corporation is domiciled because it follows
the "accepted international principles"' 0 3 (separate accounting), and " 'this
Court is powerless to correct malapportionment of taxes imposed from
abroad in foreign commerce,' "04 and although the states may argue that
the federal separate accounting method is too difficult to administer, the
states' inconvenience is minimal when compared to the burden imposed on
foreign commerce. 105

""Id.at 15. "Japan will appeal to the U.S. for the abolition of the controversial unitary tax
and plans to take retaliatory measures by imposing the same tax on U.S. corporations doing
business in Japan if it is not abolished [or foreign corporations exempted from tax].
The
Japan Times, Dec. 7, 1983, p. 7 cols. 4-5.
'"Id.
at 16.
' 2Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, 454 (1979) (citations omitted),
quoted in U.K. Brief, supra note 85, at 17.
"'Id.
"'Id.(quoting Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, 454 (1979)).
""ld. at 17-18.
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Application of Japan Line

Amici's third primary contention is that "[t]he Japan Line principles
apply to the taxation of foreign income by worldwide combined reporting."'06 The argument raised repeatedly by proponents of the unitary tax
and worldwide combined reporting is that the Japan Line ruling was limited to property taxation and is inapplicable to state income taxes impacting
on foreign commerce. Amici disagree and argue that the Japan Line analysis is controlling where foreign commerce is involved. Also, the argument
that the unitary tax is not imposed directly upon a foreign corporation does
not distinguish Japan Line because the risk of multiple taxation on foreign
commerce is the "crucial consideration,"10 7 not the identity of the taxpayer.
In other words, a state utilizing unitary tax and combined worldwide
reporting "cannot both ignore separate corporate status in requiring a
worldwide combined report and then rely upon such status in order to
avoid the application of Japan Line." 10
Additionally, focusing in on the intent of worldwide combined reporting
rather than the result, is untenable. First, because under Japan Line,
although the Court agreed the intent of the tax was fair, it held that its
application was unconstitutional because it resulted in double taxation
upon instrumentalities of foreign commerce; 10 9 and second, although the
intent of combined worldwide reporting is only to "fairly determine the
portion of the income of a worldwide unitary business which is properly
attributable to a single state,"' 10 the result is an assumption that "states
have the right to tax an apportioned share of the worldwide income of such
a business,""' and under the Japan Line analysis, "income of a foreign
corporation which is fully taxed abroad and is not subject to federal taxa12
tion is not properly taxed in any state."'
d.

Prior Supreme Court Decisions

Amici finally contend that a decision "permitting extension of the unitary
apportionment concept to require worldwide combination of affiliated foreign corporations,"' 13 would not only place the federal seal of approval on
the use of worldwide combined reporting, resulting in more states adopting

"'Id.at 18.
""U.K. Brief, supra note 84, at 19.
'"d. at 20.
"1d. at 19-20.
111Id. at 20.
1I d.
I21d.

" Id. at 3 (referring to judgment of Illinois Supreme Court in Caterpillar Tractor Co. v.
Lenckos, 417 N.E. 2d 1343 (1981).
Winter /984
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the unitary method," 14 but would also lack support by other decisions of the
5
USSC. 11
Prior cases can be distinguished where there was no attempt to tax foreign corporation income paid to a parent corporation in the U.S. because
the point at which the state sought to impose its tax was after the foreign
corporations had "repatriated their earnings to their United States parent,
producing federal income," 1 16 and where only interstate taxation was
involved.I j7 Amici mention the Bass case as being "[tihe only decision of
this Court which is even arguably contrary to the application of Japan
Line." 118 This is distinguished by amici as (1)involving a single foreign
corporation doing business in the U.S. and having a nexus with the taxing
state; (2) Bass was decided in 1924 prior to the entrance by the U.S. into
any international income tax treaties; and (3) if Bass is interpreted as supporting state taxation of foreign corporate income which is not subject to
federal income taxation, "it is contrary to contemporary commerce clause
analysis, as expressed in Japan Line."' 19
e. Excepting Foreign Corporations
As a last resort, amici request the USSC to specifically limit its holding to
the facts, if it decided unitary tax and combined worldwide reporting may
be constitutionally upheld, i.e., worldwide combined reporting involving
foreign subsidiaries of a U.S. parent corporation, so that foreign parent corporations are not foreclosed from demonstrating their position if and when
12
the case involving a foreign parent corporation comes before the Court. 0
It is interesting to note that in the mid-70s, the United States and the United
Kingdom negotiated a treaty which included a provision prohibiting the
combination of income of any enterprise doing business in the U.S. with the
income of related enterprises in the U.K., 12 1 i.e., worldwide combined
reporting based on the unitary concept could not be used. The provision
was not ratified by the U.S. Senate, perhaps because the states were con'"U.K. Brief, supra note 84, at 16.
Id.

"'Id. (citing Mobil Oil Corp. v. Com'r of Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425 (1980)).
"Id. at 20-21 (citing Exxon Corp. v. Wisconsin Dept. of Revenue, 447 U.S. 207 (1980)).
"Id. at 21. Bass, Ratcliff & Gretton v. State Tax Commission, 266 U.S. 271 (1924),
involved a British parent corporation engaged in brewing and selling ale in England, and
exporting a portion for sale in its branch offices in New York and Chicago. Applying the same
Due Process and Commerce Clause principles (as in Container) of "nexus" and "rational relationship" to Bass as "a vertically integrated business operating across national boundaries"
(Container Corp., 103 S. Ct. at 2941) the Bass Court held that because the foreign nation
parent company was involved in a unitary business (manufacturing and selling ale) resulting
in profits earned by a series of transactions commencing with manufacture in England and
terminating with sales in New York, and since no profits would occur without the sales, the
Bass, 266
state was justified in "attributing to New York a just proportion of the profits.
U.S. at 282.
'"U.K. Brief, supra note 84, at 21 (footnote omitted).
' 2"Id. at 22.
':'United States Steel Corp. v. Multistate Tax Comm'n, 434 U.S. 452, 476 n.29 (1978).
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cerned that this would start a trend toward federal restriction of the states'
right to tax.122 Although presently there are no treaties with foreign nations
specifically prohibiting use of the unitary tax law, many treaties prohibit tax
treatment which is more burdensome to the foreign nation entity than to a
domestic entity.' 2 3 Use of the unitary tax formula and the concomitant use
of combined worldwide reporting may, in fact, place a substantially greater
burden on a foreign nation entity because many do not utilize the same
accounting procedures as are used in the U.S. so that the information provided to the Franchise Tax Board in California is "significantly less accurate and trustworthy" 24 than that provided by domestic entities. Also, the
fact that U.S. corporations doing business in foreign nations are not taxed
by the foreign host country on the basis of worldwide income, offers
another argument that the California method is unduly burdensome in violation of existing treaties.
B.

Japan

In a recent case brought in the federal district court in northern Califoria, Shell Petroleum N.V., a foreign-nation parent corporation, sought
declaratory and injunctive relief from the application of California's unitary tax in assessing franchise taxes on Shell and its American subsidiaries.' 25 California claimed that "Scallop Nuclear Inc., a subsidiary of the
Royal Dutch/Shell Netherlands and United Kingdom parent companies,
and a 50 percent partner in a partnership operating in California, had 'California income' of approximately $46,000,000 over a four-year period, even
though it reported tax losses totalling $273,268,967 on its federal returns for
those years. California reached this conclusion by combining Scallop
Nuclear Inc. with over 900 worldwide Royal Dutch/Shell group
26
companies."1
At the request of the government of the Netherlands, the Japanese government, in an unprecedented move,1 27 submitted an amicus curiae brief in

"'Address by A. S. Cannon, Jr. Esq., at the Japanese Institute of International Business
Law, Inc. (Kokusai Shojiho Kenkjyjo) (October 1982) [hereinafter Cannon Address].
'See, e.g., Convention for Avoidance of Double Taxation, March 8, 1971, United StatesJapan, 23 U.S.T. 967, T.I.A.S. No. 7365.
2
Cannon Address, supra note 122, at 7.
" Shell Petroleum N.V. v. Graves, et al., No. 81-4302 (N.D. Cal. Aug. I, 1983) (available
Nov. 8, 1983 on LEXIS, Genfed Library Dist. File) cert. denied, 52 U.S.L.W. 3440, (Dec. 5,
1983) [hereinafter Shell]. See infra note 154 and accompanying text.
2
U.K. Brief, supra note 85, at 9 (footnote omitted).
"'Although the Japanese government had made several requests through official diplomatic
channels that the U.S. government do something about the unitary tax issue, there had been no
response. Hence, the decision to file the amicus curiae brief in Shell. Also in response to the
Netherlands' request, England and Canada submitted a diplomatic note to the U.S. government. Kamei, On Unitary Tax: In Conjiunction with the Japanese Government Amicus Curiae
BriefSubmittedin United States Federal Court Cases, 951 COMMERCIAL L. REV. [Shoji Homu]
27 (Sept. 15, 1982).
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the Shell case on May 17, 1982. Following is a summary of the views
expressed therein regarding application by the California Franchise Tax
Board of the unitary business concept to subsidiaries of foreign nation parents in assessing its corporate franchise taxes. The interest of the government of Japan is based on the fact that many Japanese companies have
subsidiaries in the United States including California and application of the
unitary tax method to subsidiaries of foreign nation companies causes the
concerns discussed below.
1. FOUR ARGUMENTS OF JAPANESE GOVERNMENT AMIcus
First, "[tihe unitary tax method of applying the California corporate
franchise tax imposes an extremely heavy business burden upon Californian [sic] subsidiaries of foreign companies."128 The contention here is that
subsidiaries of foreign-nation parents must bear a heavier burden than their
American counterparts operating solely within the U.S. because under the
unitary tax method requiring worldwide combined reporting, the subsidiaries are required to obtain and submit to the California Franchise Tax Board
financial information from every member of the unitary business anywhere
in the world. Merely obtaining such information is a burdensome task;
then to have to make adjustments for the various accounting procedures
used in different parts of the world as well as fluctuations in exchange rates,
results in an unreasonable and unfair burden on subsidiaries of foreignnation parents.
Second, because taxable income under the unitary tax method is calculated on the basis of property, payroll and sales, the results are inaccurate
since such formula apportionment fails to take into consideration differ129
ences in any one of these factors in various nations around the world.
Third, because the unitary tax method takes the worldwide combined
income of all members of the unitary business and applies the formula
apportionment method thereto, California may levy "more taxes than those
appropriate to the actual profits accrued to subsidiaries of foreign companies in the State of California."' 30 For example, a subsidiary just starting
business in California will normally operate at a loss initially; yet, the fact
that other members of the unitary business show a profit, results in taxable
California income, which raises the problem of international double
1 31
taxation.
Finally, the Japanese government sees the unitary tax method as a
"major obstacle to foreign investment in California [and it] serves to dis"'Memorandum of the Government of Japan as Amicus Curiae at 2, Shell, supra note 125
[hereinafter Memo of Japan].

' 2'Id. at 3.
13Oid.

131Id.
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courage existing investors from acquiring further assets or employing more
personnel in California .... ,,132 The Japanese government concludes that
the separate accounting method, accepted and used by the United States
government as well as the international community, is preferable as being
33
both fair and reasonable.
2.

OTHER EFFORTS

Other efforts have been and are being made by the Japanese business
community to abolish the unitary tax. In 1979, the Committee on Unitary
Tax was formed by foreign corporations doing business in the United
States. Of the forty-four members, fourteen are Japanese companies. In
addition to this committee, the Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Northern California, and the Trade Committee of Los Angeles are also active in
California to remove the unitary tax law. 134 In September 1981, at a meeting between U.S. and Japanese private sectors in Shimoda, Japan, one of
the focal issues was the unitary tax,' 3 5 and the following month, members
of the U.S. and Japan economic (Wise Men) group set forth in their report
that the unitary tax system was preventing investment in the U.S. by foreign
countries. 136 In December 1981, the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations (Keidanren) resolved that unitary taxes on income derived from
foreign sources should be abolished. At the same time, the Kansai Economic Federation (Kankeiren) passed the same resolution. 137 Finally, in
January 1982, a group of Japanese parent corporations 138 with U.S. subsidiaries operating in the U.S., and three Japanese trade associations 139 filed a
brief as amici curiae in support of Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, appellant, in the Chicago case.
1321d. In the petition to the USSC, "the governments of Belgium, Denmark, France, West
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Britain and the Netherlands filed a friend-of-thecourt brief saying the appeals court ruling 'may discourage mutual trade and investment'
between the U.S. and other countries." The Asia Wall Street Journal, Dec. 8, 1983, p. 2 col.
1-3.
"'Id. at 3-4.

' 3"Kamei, supra note 127.
35

1 1d.

13 'id.
3 7

1

1d.

Corporation, Horiba International Corporation, Kyoto Ceramic Co. Ltd., Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., and Nippon Electric Co. Ltd. (Brief for Japanese Parent
Corporations and Trade Associations as Amici Curiae in Support of Appellants at 1, Chicago,
supra
note 13.)
3
' Keidanren, representing a membership of over 900 trade associations, regional economic
organizations, leading Japanese enterprises and foreign companies operating in Japan;
Kankeiren, representing a membership of over 500 corporations, over 100 organizations and a
number of individuals in the Kansai area; and Electronic Industries Association of Japan, a
trade association with some 600 members including approximately 70 foreign parent corporations with U.S. subsidiaries operating in the U.S. Id. at 2.
31Sony
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The thrust of amici's argument was that regardless of the decision
reached applying to the parties in the case, the Court should:
make it clear that the arm's-length method is the internationally accepted rule of
law with respect to theforeign income offoreign multinationalenterprises; that this
Nation [the United States must speak with "one voice" in international commercial relations; and that any attempt by a state to impose the combined report/
formula apportionment method on suchforeign income is therefore in clear viola0
tion of the Foreign Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.14
The arguments presented by these amici correspond with those set forth by
other amici in Container and Chicago discussed in detail above. Therefore,
only an overview is appropriate.
First, under the Japan Line argument, amici point out the Court did not
intend to confine its decision therein to property taxes, but was setting forth
"governing principles . . . applicable to all types of taxes." 141 Second, the
"one voice" in taxation of foreign commerce is the network of international
tax treaties' 42 between the U.S. and multiple countries using the "arm'slength" of "water's edge" rule. 143 Third, speaking with "one voice" in taxing foreign multinational enterprises is necessary to avoid "straining foreign
relations and hampering foreign investment and . . . any potential risk of
retaliatory taxation." 44 Amici suggest that if the shoe were on the other
foot, i.e., if subsidiaries of U.S. parent corporations operating overseas were
required to furnish worldwide combined reporting to a local jurisdiction of
a foreign country for purposes of formula apportionment, the U.S. parent
corporation would be "incensed."' 14 5 Therefore, it is not surprising that foreign-nation parents are not receptive to such a burden, and may even contemplate retaliation. 146 Fourth, multiple taxation becomes a reality when
combined reporting and formula apportionment are applied to foreign
income of foreign multinational businesses. This imposes a heavier tax
burden on affiliates operating in the U.S. than on affiliates of U.S. parent
corporations operating only within the U.S. Finally, amici review the reasons for the development of combined reporting/formula apportionment,
namely, "an expedient, albeit rough, method of dividing the total profits of
"'Id.
at 22.
'4 I1d. at 9. The court's intent was clarified in Container within that fact situation.
United States has entered into income tax conventions with twenty-nine countries,
and treaties with some twelve additional countries have been signed but are not yet in effect."
Id. at 10-11 (footnote omitted).
arm's length method ... measur[es] income as if all relationships were between
Th[e] concept of limiting the application of formula apportionment
independent parties) ....
to the territorial boundaries of the United States (i.e., the water's edge), and using the arm's
length method to separate foreign income from United States income, is commonly referred to
as the 'water's edge' rule." Id. at 3-4.
'11d. at 14.
41Id. at 15.
"Id. See supra note 100.
141"The

41"[Tlhe
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47
an enterprise among the various states in which the enterprise operates."1
They point out that "the formula apportionment method, which was developed for application to activities within the reasonably homogeneous
United States, becomes inequitable and distortive when applied to the non148
homogeneous world."'

III. Conclusion
The intent of this article has been to inform the reader of the use of the
unitary tax approach in the United States and its impact abroad. The arguments for and against the unitary tax method utilizing formula apportionment based on worldwide combined reporting have been enunciated. It is
now up to the Courts and/or the legislatures to determine the propriety of
applying the unitary tax concept to foreign-nation parents. Since the
Container case did not involve a foreign-parent corporation and since it is
the practice of the Court to address only those issues directly before it, it is
not surprising that the Court specifically limited its analysis and based its
rationale, at least in part, on the fact situation before it-namely a U.S.
parent corporation with foreign subsidiaries.
Where a U.S. parent corporation with multinational affiliates is involved,
the concept of unitary business, in and of itself, is fundamentally sound.
Merely because businesses expand their operations multinationally does not
change the basic rationale of the unitary business concept-where there is
unity of ownership, operation and use, all parts of the unitary business realize, directly or indirectly, the resulting profit and loss, and thus all should
share the fiscal responsibility. However, the controversial unitary tax laws
which include the application of formula apportionment and worldwide
combined reporting even where foreign parent corporations are involved,
raise serious international legal and political problems. First, there is currently no "authoritative tribunal capable of ensuring"' 49 that apportionment multinationally does not result in multiple taxation affecting foreign
nations. And second, the requirement of combined worldwide reporting
overlooks the variations in accounting methods worldwide and the resulting
potential of inaccurate figures, the burden of obtaining financial information of the other parts of the unitary business worldwide placed on a foreign
nation subsidiary taxpayer in California, and the possible violation of the
laws of other nations.
Whether legislation or litigation will finally resolve the situation is yet to
be seen. Federal legislation has been proposed repeatedly and failed to
pass, probably because of the historical concept of federalism and the rec"'Id. at 19 (footnotes omitted).
"'Id. at 21.
"Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, 447 (1979).
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ognized right of the states to levy taxes within the constraints of constitutional limitations.' 50 State legislation has likewise been proposed in
California to limit use of the unitary tax concept where foreign nation parent corporations are involved, and has also failed to pass, even though loss
of revenue from such limitation does not appear to be a major factor. 15'
In litigation, neither the California nor U.S. Supreme Court has made a
decision regarding income-based tax where a foreign-nation parent was
involved. Since the Container decision, President Reagan's Cabinet Council on Economic Affairs headed by Treasury Secretary Donald Regan, has
advocated changes in federal laws to limit state taxation to profits multinationals earn within the U.S. 1 52 However, the President has apparently
decided to postpone any immediate resolution, and has announced the
establishment of a commission to study the unitary tax method utilizing
worldwide combined reporting. 153 It is highly unlikely any definitive move
will be made in the near future (particularly with the presidential election
coming up in November 1984), which portends another defeat for legislative attempts to resolve the problem.
Whether the USSC will have the opportunity to fashion a judicial remedy and take the Container decision the next logocal step (i.e. the constitutionality of the unitary tax concept when applied to a foreign nation parent
of multinational corporations with subsidiaries in the U.S.), will depend on
whether such a case reaches the USSC before legislation is enacted. Unfortunately for the international community, the Shell Petroleum N.V (SPNV)
case did not present the appropriate issues when appealed to the USSC, and
was, therefore, refused without comment by the justices in December
1983.154 This left unaffected the lower courts' decisions holding that SPNV,
"'Legislation on state taxation of foreign source income was reintroduced in the 98th Congress in the House of Representatives and in the Senate. H.R. 2918 was referred to the Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial Law on May 9, 1983 and no hearings have yet
been scheduled. S. 1225 was referred to the Finance Committee on May 10, 1983, which has
requested executive comment from the Office of Management and Budget and the Treasury
Department. Letter from United States Senator (California) Alan Cranston to Joan Virginia
Allen (July 18, 1983).
""'Significantly, the estimate of revenue loss in the event of passage was no more than
twenty to forty million dollars." CANNON 11, supra note 4.
In the Senate hearings on the United States-United Kingdom Tax Treaty (see supra text at
note 121), U.S. Senator (California) Alan Cranston stated estimated revenue loss to California
if the treaty were ratified would amount to $10415 million. 124 CONG. REC. 18, 669 (June 23,
1978).
"'[1983-1984 Transfer Binder] DAILY TAX REP. (BNA) G-3 (Sept. 13, 1983). This is the
water's-edge approach (see supra note 143) and similar to S. 1225 (see supra note 150).
"'The Asian Wall Street Journal, Sept. 27, 1983, at 18, cols. 1-2.
"14See Shell Petroleum N.V. v. Graves, eta. (N.D. Cal. Aug. 1, 1983) (available Nov. 8,
1983 on LEXIS, Genfed library, Dist. File); cert. denied, 52 U.S.L.W. 3440 (Dec. 5, 1983); and
see supra text at notes 125-27. See also Alcan Aluminum Ltd. v. Calif. Franchise Tax Board,
cert. denied, 52 U.S.L.W. 3509, (Jan. 10, 1984).
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the Netherlands parent (plaintiff-appellant), lacked standing, and the controversy was not yet ripe.' 55
Based on the foregoing information and arguments, as well as the continued pressure on the U.S. by the international community, the application of
the unitary tax method to multinational corporations must be equitably
limited. Total abolishment appears unnecessary; total adoption to include
foreign-parent multinationals appears constitutionally questionable; and
application to only U.S. parent multinationals appears discriminatory.
Therefore, as a purely practical matter, in order to advance multinational
business around the world in a spirit of international cooperation, this
56
author supports drawing the line on unitary tax at the U.S. water's edge.'

"'See supra text at note 125. Although SPNV was a shareholder in the California business,
generally a shareholder does not have standing to redress an injury to the corporation unless
more than personal economic injury resulted from the wrong to the corporation, i.e. the shareholder must be injured directly and independently of the corporation, and SPNV was not so
injured. Additionally, under the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, March 27.
1956, United States-Netherlands, 8 U.S.T. 2043, T.I.A.S. No. 3942, although a cause of action
may be granted to a shareholder separate from the corporation, the Treaty does not give SPNV
any more, or any less rights than a domestic corporation, and a domestic corporation in this
case, would not have standing because the injury alleged was not direct or individual. As to
the issue of ripeness, since the controversy was still at the administrative stage, and "plain,
speedy, and efficient administrative and state court remedies" were available, the controversy
could not yet be considered ripe. 83 Daily Journal D.A.R. 2068, July 28, 1983.
"'This position was officially adopted at the October 1983 meeting in Sydney, Australia, of
the Asia-Pacific Council of American Chambers. This organization represents the views and
interests of American business in the Asia-Pacific region to the legislative and executive
branches of the U.S. government, and to U.S. domestic business, labor and the American
people. Its membership consists of the American Chambers of Commerce in Australia, Guam,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Okinawa, Philippines, Saipan,
Singapore, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, and Hawaii.
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